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B. Using the fluxline method 
In this section we will show how the method can be used 
to study sediment fluxes. The method is tested with the Yen 
test case of SISYPHE. Figure 2 shows the mesh of the Yen 
test case with five user defined fluxlines and the bounding 
box for each fluxline. Fluline 1 is near the inflow boundary 
and fluxline 4 near the outflow boundary.   
The user must set the keyword FLUXLINE = YES and 
specify the input file (e.g. FLUXLINE INPUT FILE = 
fluxline.dat) to run TELEMAC2D/SISYPHE with the 
fluxline option. The fluxline method was tested with the 
serial version of TELEMAC/SISYPHE but should also work 
with the parallel version.    
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 
The new fluxline method allows the accurate computation 
of water and sediment discharges for all TELEMAC2D and 
SISYPHE schemes that use the positive depth subroutine. In 
this paper we presented the mathematical approach and showed 
how the method can be used in practice.  
The calculated sediment discharges for Yen example of 
SISIYPHE are in agreement with the simulated bottom 
evolution. The computed difference between the calculated 
discharges and the calculated bottom evolution between two 
fluxlines was extremely small (1.2·10-11 m3).   The accuracy of 
the developed fluxline method is promising. 
The presented method can not only be used to study local 
and global sediment discharges. It is also possible to ensure the 
global and local conservation of the water balance and 
sediment transport equation of TELEMAC2D and SISYPHE. 
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